A valuable step towards news veracity assessment is to understand stance from different information sources, and the process is known as the stance detection. Specifically, the stance detection is to detect four kinds of stances ("agree", "disagree", "discuss" and "unrelated") of the news towards a claim. Existing methods tried to tackle the stance detection problem by classification-based algorithms. However, classification-based algorithms make a strong assumption that there is clear distinction between any two stances, which may not be held in the context of stance detection. Accordingly, we frame the detection problem as a ranking problem and propose a rankingbased method to improve detection performance. Compared with the classification-based methods, the ranking-based method compare the true stance and false stances and maximize the difference between them. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Online news on social media is enjoying an increasingly popularity all over the world due to its easy access and wide information dimension. Despite the advantages provided by social media, it also accelerates the spread of fake news or low quality news with intentionally misinformation. Fake news is defined by Facebook as "news articles that purport to be factual, but which contain intentional misstatements of fact with attention to arouse passions, attract viewership, or deceive" [3] . The proliferation of fake news can contribute greatly to people's confusion and distrust. For example, the fake news "Pizzagate" attracted over 1 million tweets by the end of the 2016 United States America presidential election. Stance detection has been suggested as a crucial first step to detect fake news. 1 Researchers from both academia and industry initiated the Fake News Challenge (FNC) 1 and the first stage of FNC (FNC-1) aimed to accelerate the establishment of automatic systems for evaluating the positions that a news source holds about a particular claim. More specifically, given a news headline as a claim and its article body, FNC-1 tried to develop models to estimate the stance of the article body towards its headline. The stance could be one of the labels: "agree", "disagree", "discuss" and "unrelated". All the news with the "agree", "disagree" and "discuss" are assumed as "related". According to the FNC-1, formal definitions of the four stances are as: "Agree" -the body text agrees with the headline; "Disagree" -the body text disagrees with the headline; "Discuss" -the body text discusses the same claim as the headline, but does not take a position; and "Unrelated" -the body text discusses a different claim but not that in the headline.
A GradientBoosting classifier is implemented as the FNC-1 official baseline with a relative score of 75.20%. This classifier makes use of semantic analysis and overlap between headlines and bodies. 1 As for the FNC-1 submissions, an ensemble of convolutional neural network and gradient-boosted decision trees achieves the highest detection performance 2 . Another ensemble of five multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) achieves a little worse accuracy. These two methods take input of semantic analysis, bag of words and baseline features 3 . Different form the above two methods, the third best team does not try ensemble methods. They use one single MLP with term frequency-inversed document frequency (TF-IDF) as text features [2] . The fourth best team extract both lexical matching and semantic embedding features, and trains another gradient boosting trees 4 . All the aforementioned methods detect stances by classification-based algorithms, the aim of which is to approximate the true probability distribution of the four stances in news articles.
However, classification-based algorithms make a strong assumption that there is clear distinction between any two stances. This assumption may not be hold in the setting of stance detection, as it is challenging to distinguish between any of the two even for humans [1] . Accordingly, we propose a ranking-based method that is more suitable to accomplish the task, as stance should be detected relatively rather than absolutely. We define a ranking loss function in our method to compare the true stance and false stances. Given a news body and its headline, the proposed method applies a multilayer perceptron to produce a value for every stance. Our ranking loss function can maximize the value difference between the true stance and false stances. Experimental results on FNC-1 test dataset validate the effectiveness of our proposed method. 
The proposed model is a single, end-to-end ranking-based algorithm with a multi-layer perceptron. The model input is a pair of headlines and the article bodies. We use stance labels to help compute the value of the objective during the training phase. The multi-layer perceptron with two hidden layers produces a value u + for the true stance and three values u − 1 , u − 2 , u − 3 for three false stances with the goal to satisfy this constraint:
The objective of the loss function is to maximize the value difference between the true and false stances. During testing, given a news body and its headline the model assigns a particular stance (predicted label) to it, on which the model produces the highest value.
Feature Space
We extract TF-IDF features to represent both headlines and bodies of the news articles: TF-IDF of the headlines, and TF-IDF of the bodies. We also consider cosine similarity between the headline and the body of each article, and those extracted by the official baseline as our features. All features are concatenated to our input vector, denoted as v, that is then fed into the multi-layer perception.
Multi-layer Perception
The multi-layer perception consists of two hidden layers with 100 units and 4 units, respectively. The second hidden layer produces a four-dimensional vector u with each dimension indicating a value for the corresponding stance respectively,
where W 1 and W 2 are the weight matrices, b 1 and b 2 are the bias vectors in the first and the second hidden layer, respectively; and the rectified linear unit (ReLu) is applied to the hidden layers as the non-lineaer activation function. Then the ranking loss function can be defined as follows:
where u + = u i with i being the index of the true stance for the news, and
Here {u j } 4 j=1 are the elements in u. The goal of the training is to enlarge the difference between u + and the maximum in {u − 1 , u − 2 , u − 3 } for all the news articles.
Experimental Setting
Following the official setting, we split the data set (75,385 news articles) into training, validation and testing subsets. 5 We apply dropout and include an L2 regularization for the MLP weights in the loss function to mitigate overfitting. We train in mini-batches over the entire training set with the Adadelta optimizer. The evaluation is based on a weighted, two-layer scoring system. The "related"/"unrelated" classification is given 25% score weighting in the accuracy evaluation metric because it is easier. The classification between "agree", "disagree" and "discuss" is given 75% score weighting since it is more difficult and relevant to fake news detection. The scoring system produces a relative score based on the differentially weighted scoring metric. 5 Data set is publicly available from https://github.com/FakeNewsChallenge/fnc-1. 
RESULTS
As for the FNC-1 official evaluation metric, our method achieves an overall relative score of 86.66%. Fig. 1 demonstrates the performance with a heat map and Table 1 compares our method with the state-ofthe-art. Our method significantly achieves the best performance and improves detection accuracy. When separating "unrelated" pairs of headlines and bodies, we got over 99% accuracy. Besides, the detection accuracy for "discuss" is improved by 3.72%. Importantly, our method successfully improves the pretty limited accuracy of "agree" and "disagree" by 10.86% and 187.86%, respectively. This is the most attracting point as "agree" and "disagree" are the most difficult to detect by previous methods and the most relevant to the superordinate goal of automating the stance detection process.
